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TECHNICAL CHALLENGE 

Achieving widespread adoption of hybrid electric and electric vehicles (xEVs) requires substantial improvement in battery 

performance while also reducing the cost of the battery system. Although it is essential to minimize the volume and weight of 

the battery systems, the batteries used in today’s xEVs are one and a quarter to two times larger than actually needed to power a 

vehicle. The reason for this oversizing is that today's battery management systems (BMS) have limited information on the state 

(state of charge, state of health, and state of power; generally referred to as “SOX”) of the many individual cells that make up the 

battery. As a consequence, a safety margin of unused capacity must be built in. To obtain more value from both present and 

future batteries, innovations in BMS are needed to monitor the batteries, and optimize overall battery performance, longevity 

and safety and thus allow more complete use of the available capacity. 

TECHNICAL OPPORTUNITY 

Traditional BMS use a small number of sensors connected by electrical wires across the battery pack. Due to the fact that sensor 

placement and wiring adds weight, cost, and complexity, battery packs typically utilize a small number of sensors, preventing 

individual measurements of the cells. Advances in sensor technology, and the transmission and analysis of signals now make it 

possible to revisit the traditional design of BMS and develop more complete, cell-level sensing in simpler, lower cost systems. 

INNOVATION DEMONSTRATION 

The PARC team proposed a transformational approach 

to battery management based on fiber optic (FO) 

sensors. PARC’s newly developed low cost, high 

accuracy FO wavelength shift detector was a key 

enabling technology for the project. The technical 

benefits of this approach include the intrinsic electrical 

isolation of an FO system, the variety of sensing 

modalities possible (strain, temperature, etc.), the 

capability to multiplex multiple sensors along the same 

FO cable, and the potential to collect data from all the 

cells rapidly. Preliminary assessments indicate the 

potential to reduce system cost by 10 – 15% and trim 

pack oversizing. 

The PARC team has developed embedded FO sensors, demonstrated their embedding into the electrode stacks of large format 

xEV-grade cells, and completed initial demonstration of SOX estimates in initial module-level tests across various xEV use cases. 

The project team has also prototyped and tested the optical monitoring system that enables comprehensive battery pack 

performance management. Their prototype BMS, applied to a battery system with more than 25% oversize, reduced pack weight 

by 5% and cost by 10%.   

PARC’s system combines embedded FO sensors and smart algorithms to monitor internal cell parameters, estimate state 

information, and predict remaining battery energy. The developed read-out technology can monitor hundreds of multiplexed FO 

sensors with high resolution (50 fm or better). The sensor network utilizes FO sensors attached to and embedded within the battery 

cell itself and advanced algorithms enabling 2.5% or better accuracy in SOX estimation.  

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of PARC’s fiber optic sensor network 
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PATHWAY TO ECONOMIC IMPACT 
Cost analysis of a representative xEV battery system shows that PARC’s optical sensor technology can allow downsizing of the 

battery pack to save hundreds of dollars in the cost of battery cells while at the same time bringing down the cost of the BMS 

itself. There are also significant safety and performance benefits for a BMS employing an all-optical sensor and communication 

technology that does not require electical isolation and is not subject to electrical noise. 

In October 2015, PARC along with their partner LG Chem Power, Inc. and a new auto original equipment manufacture partner 

initiated testing and evaluation of the SENSOR system’s application to a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle module. This module will 

contain more than 24 large-format Li-ion cells, and will undergo a number of pack-level load cycling simulations as well as shock 

and vibration experiments to prove out system worthiness for this auto industry partner’s future xEV models. 

LONG-TERM IMPACTS 
PARC’s technology, while developed for initial use in xEVs, will also be 

applicable to batteries for grid storage and other advanced energy storage 

applications. The use of optical fibers, which remove the need for electrical 

connectors for sensors and communications in the BMS, will provide a 

special safety benefit in high voltage and other critical high-energy density 

systems.   

While the initial application is for existing Li-ion batteries, the improved 

controls are likely to be even more valuable in future batteries with new 

chemistries that support higher specific energies. These new batteries are 

likely to require improved BMS to maintain performance and safety. PARC is 

working on applications of its SENSOR system for such developmental 

battery research.  

The dominant cost driver for EVs is the energy storage system, and a U.S. 

Advanced Battery Consortium analysis sets targets of $125/kWh cost and a 

specific energy of 250 Wh/kg to make EVs economically competitive.1 

Despite rapid progress, EV-grade lithium-ion batteries still cost about $400/kWh with specific energy less than 150 Wh/kg 

according to worldwide industry estimation in 2014, with industry leaders driving costs down toward $300/kWh. The PARC BMS 

has demonstrated potential to support both cost reductions, and increases in specific energy beyond those that will be delivered 

with continuing improvements in battery chemistry. By enabling significant improvements in battery size, performance, and 

safety in electric vehicles, PARC’s technology could potentially promote greater adoption of hybrid and electric vehicles, as well 

as support the growth of grid-level energy storage based on batteries.  

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND PUBLICATIONS 
As of February 2016, the PARC team’s project has generated 14 invention disclosures to ARPA-E, eight U.S. Patent and 

Trademark Office (PTO) patent applications and two patents:  

“Monitoring/managing electrochemical energy device using detected intercalation stage changes,” (12/8/2015), Patent No 9209494, Washington, DC: U.S. 

Patent and Trademark Office. 

“Sensor apparatus and method based on wavelength centroid detection,” (12/1/2015), Patent No 9201000, Washington, DC: U.S. Patent and Trademark 

Office. 

The PARC team has also published the scientific underpinnings of the SENSOR technology extensively in the open literature.  A 

partial list of publications is provided below. Further information on the project is available at www.parc.com/sensor. 

 “Embedded fiber optic sensors for in situ and in-operando monitoring of advanced batteries,” J. Schwartz, K. Arakaki, P. Kiesel, A. Raghavan, W. Sommer, A. 

Lochbaum, A. Ganguli, A. Hegyi, B. Saha, C.-J. Bae, H. Hah, C. Kim, and M. Alamgir, MRS Proceedings, 1740, mrsf14-1740-z01-08, 2015. 

“Fast and Slow Ion Diffusion Processes in Lithium Ion Pouch Cells during Cycling Observed with Fiber Optic Strain Sensors,” Sommer, L.; Kiesel, P.; Ganguli, 

A..; Lochbaum, A.; Saha, B.; Schwartz, J.; Bae, C.; Alamgir, M.; Raghavan, A., Journal of Power Sources, v. 296, p. 46-52, 2015.  

                                                
1 Neubauer, J., Pesaran, A., Bae, C., Elder, R., & Cunningham, B. (2014). Updating United States Advanced Battery Consortium and Department of Energy 

battery technology targets for battery electric vehicles. Journal of Power Sources, 271, 614-621. 

Figure 2: Example battery system cost analysis 

http://www.parc.com/sensor
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 “High-resolution wavelength shift detection of optical signals with low-cost, compact readouts,” A. Schuh, A. Hegyi, A. Raghavan, A. Lochbaum, J. Schwartz, 

B. Saha, A. Ganguli, and P. Kiesel, Proc. SPIE 9480, Fiber Optic Sensors and Applications XII, 94800B (3 June 2015); doi: 10.1117/12.2177478.  

“Monitoring of Intercalation Stages in Lithium-Ion Cells Over Charge-Discharge Cycles with Fiber Optic Sensors,” Sommer, L.; Raghavan, A.; Kiesel, P.; Saha, 

B.; Schwartz, J.; Lochbaum, A.; Ganguli, A.; Bae, C.; Alamgir, M., Journal of the Electrochemical Society, v. 162(14), A2664-2669, 2015. 


